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Abstract

This report presents a poly-silicon thin film transistors model for circuit simulations. The drain

current model includes the effects of hot carrier, drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL), channel

length modulation (CLM), and gate induced drain leakage (GIDL). The capacitance model is

linked to the drain current and its derivatives. This model has been implemented in SPICE.

Simulation and experimental results are compared.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Poly-silicon Thin Film Transistors (TFTs) are widely used in active matrix liquid crystal
displays (LCDs) to drive the pixels and decode the image signals. A common substrate material

for TFTs is poly-silicon deposited on a glass substrate (fig 1.1). The typical operating bias in the

small size LCD environment is about 12V. The characteristics of the TFTs are severely affected

by imperfections at the poly-silicon surface. Moreover, theTFTs operate with a floating substrate.

As a result, the characteristics of a TFT cannot be modeled accurately by the common bulk
MOSFET model in SPICE.

source substrate

oxide „_

p substrate quartz

(a)bulk NMOSFET (b) NTFT

Fig 1.1: Cross sections of a bulk NMOSFET and a NTFT

This report presents a poly-TFT drain current model with an accompanying intrinsic
capacitance model. The formulation of the drain current model is similar to BSIM3 [2]. The

capacitance model is capacitance based and linked to the drain current. They have been
implemented in SPICE. Ring oscillator simulation results will becompared toexperimental data.
The data used in this study are measured from aLCD wafer with p- substrate and top gate
structure. The gate oxide thickness is76nm. The effective channel length ranges from 3.3u;m to
5.3|im.

Chapter 2 presents the drain current model. Chapter 3discusses the intrinsic capacitance
model. Chapter 4 describes the model implementation in SPICE. Finally, chapter 5compares the
simulation results and experimental data. Equations implemented in SPICE and parameters
extraction procedures are summarized in the appendixes.



Chapter 2: Drain Current Model

2.1 Overview

This chapter discusses the TFT drain current model. The model is separated into
subthreshold and strong inversion regions. The strong inversion region is further divided into the
linear and saturation regions. This physical model describes the hot carrier, drain induced barrier

lowering (DIBL), channel length modulation [1], thermal generation, and gate induced rain
leakage (GIDL) [4] effects. A parabolic smoothing function [1] is used to ensure continuity of the
first order derivative between different regions ofoperation. Four parameters, Vgtranl, Vgtranh,
vdtranl» ^d vdtranh Me used to define the transition regions between different bias regions. The
transition regions are defined around VT and V^. VT is the threshold voltage. Vdsat is the
saturation voltage. Figure 2.1aillustrate the boundary values.
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Figure 2.1a: Boundary values for transition region

Section 2.2 and2.3 discuss the model in the strong inversion and subthreshold region. Section 2.4

describes the transition regionbetween the strong inversionand subthreshold region. Section 2.5

compares the model with the measured data. Appendix A summaries the drain current equations

implemented in SPICE. The parameters and theirmeanings are summarized in chapter 4. The

following symbols are defined for model derivation(see figure 2.1a). T is temperature.

Ydh = Vdsat +Vdtranh Vdl = Vdsat ~ Vdtranl

Vgh =VT +vgtranh Vgl =VT - Vgtranl



V-p = Vjq —bT

2.2 Strong Inversion Region Model

^dsat ~

2.2.1 Linear Region (V^ > Vgh, 0 <V^ < VdI)

1 1
• + •

VVgs m EsalLeff j

Following Huang's [2] approach, the drain current in the linear region is:

ld =~T~Cox^eff| vgs~vT-
Leff

'sat
F - 2vsat

Heff

'ds 'ds

'ds1 +
tlcot-L',sat^eff

C — ox^-ox *~ T
*ox

- 1

Poly-silicon TFTs have many interface traps at the Si-SiC>2 interface, especially at or near the

grainboundaries. As a result, the electrons (or holes in p-channel TFT) have to hop over the

barrierformed at the grainboundaries along thechannel during electrical conduction (figure

2.2.1a). ln(n), the logarithm of mobility, is inversely proportional to the barrier height ((j^). Since
<|>b is modulated by the gate bias (Vgs), mobility has the form of ocexp(-p/(Vgs-VT)). a, p, and VT
are function oftemperature, a and Pare u:0(kT/q)"ul and -qn2exp(u,3T)/kTC0X [1]. This
expression describes the mobility well when Vgs is much bigger than VT. An additional m, the
minimum mobility atlow Vgs, isadded tothe model. Therefore, the effective mobility ismodeled
as:

Heff = P-o
'kT^1

— exp
^ q)

-qu.2exp(n3T)
kTC (Vfis-VT)oxV vgs

+ M-4

Ho> M-l» M2* M-3» and p.4 are fitting parameters. VT is the threshold voltage, which is approximated
as a linear function of temperature [4].

VT = VT0-bT

Figure 2.2.1b shows the temperature dependence of VT. V? decreases when temperature
increases, which has the same trend asbulk MOSFET [4]. It indicates that the change in fermi
level with temperature is the dominant mechanism. Figure 2.2.1c plots the mobility of a p-channel
(PTFT) and an-channel (NTFT) poly-TFT at V^O. IV at room temperature. When Vgs
increases, <|>D at the grain boundaries drops. Therefore, mobility increases as Vgs increases. The



mobility of poly-TFTs is lower than that for bulk MOSFET. Therefore the current drive is also

smaller. Since the conduction is limited by excitation over the barrier, the mobility rises as
temperature increases. Figure 2.2. Id plots the mobility ofaNTFT at different temperatures

Grain Boundary

Figure 2.2. la: Banddiagram of a poly-TFT channel and electron conduction of a n-channel device
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Figure 2.2.1b: Threshold voltage dependence on temperature
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2.2.2 Saturation Region (V^> Vgh, V^ > Vdh)

Similar to BSIM3 [2J approach, theDIBL, hotcarrier, and channel length modulation effect of
drain current in thesaturation region are modeled. The drain model is expressed as:

'u Vds-Vdsat^Ih=Idsat he

VA =

VACLM =

'ADD3L =

1 1
1

- 1

VVACLM VADIBL J

(EsatLeff+Vgs-VTKVds-V^)
Esat^

EsatLeff + ves ~ VT

e(l+2EsatLeff/(vgs-VT))

fhc =1+sl(vds-Vdsat)exP -S2

V*ds Ydsat)

Esat =2vsat/u^eff
Wis me faun current at Vds=Vdsat using the linear Id equation. VACLm models the channel
length modulation effect. £ is a fitting parameter. V^mL models theDIBL effect. Thehotcarrier
effect, which iscaused by the high electric field atthe drain, ismodeled by fnc. 9 is the DIBL
effectcoefficient, s^ and S2 are fitting parameters for hot carriereffect.

2.2.3 Transition Region inStrong Inversion Region (V^ >V^, V^ <V^ <W^)

To improve the convergence property of the model, the first order derivative is made

continuous by using a parabolic smoothing function from BSIM3 [2]. Thebasic concept is
illustrated by figure 2.2.3a. % is the current in the linear region at V^ and the applied Vgs. Idh is
the current in the saturation region at Vdn and the applied Vgs. LI is the tangent to the linear
region at Vds=Vdl. L2 is thetangent to the saturation region at Vds=Vdn. Theintersect ofLI and
L2 is (Vdp, Idp). Once (Vdn, Idn), (Vdp, Idp), and (V^, Idl) are determined, the points between
Vdh and Vfl can be computed using the parabolic smoothingfunction with first order derivative

continuity. The expression for Vdp, Idp, Id, and the first order derivatives are shown below.



Vds=(l-t)2Vdl-f2t(l~t)Vdp+t2Vdh Id=(l-t)2Idl+2t(l-t)ldp +t2Idh

_ *dh ~*dl "(gdshVdh ~gdsl Vdl)
gdsl ~ gdsh

Idp=gdsl(vdp-Vdl) +Idl

Vdp =

_ t(ldh-Idp)4-(l-t)(ldp-Idl)
8dS ^Vdh-Vj+d-tKVdp-Vdi)

gm-gml + T T TT 7T-(gmh~gml)
Mh-Ml vds"vdl

0 - 3ld
gdsh"

ayds

gmh —
ay

gs

gdsl ~

*dh' ' gs
ayds

gml=^
Vdh,Vgs

ay
gs

t can be expressed as a function ofV^, Vdp, and Vdn as:

Vdi.Vg,

Vdi.Vg

_(Vdl'Vdp)+V(Vdl-ydp)2-(Vdl-Vds)(Vdl-2Vdp+Vdh)
Vdl-2Vdp +Vdh

'i
I

>Vds
Yn y yMl vdp vdsat Xih

Figure 2.2.3a: Scheme to connect the saturation andlinear region



2.3 Subthreshold Region Model (V^ <VT-Vgtranl)

The diffusion current, thermal generation current, and GIDL current are modeled in the

subthreshold region. Since the interface traps density is high inTFT, the subthreshold swing
(~380mV/decade) of the diffusion current is higher than that in the normal MOSFET

(~100mV/decade). The subthreshold drain current is expressed as:

*d = Wf + *gidl +dermal

(

Iniff = W^ffl 1-exp
-yds ^Voc-Vr-Vgs off

ldiff effMo
V kT/q

exp

!gidl =weffAgidl(vdg ~vi)exP
-Bgidl

Vdg-ViJ

dermal = weff^ermalOexP

nkT/q

-Ea
kT/q

Vdg - V^ Vgs

Voff is the offset voltage for Idiff. n is the subthreshold slope. 1^ isa function ofoxide thickness
and substrate doping [2]. It is treated as afitting parameter in this model. Agidl, B^, and Vj are
fitting parameters for GIDL current. Igidl is set to zero when (Vdg-Vj) is less than zero. This
equation is same as in [3], except that [3] fixes Vj to 1.2V, where Vj here is kept as a parameter
because ofthe abundance ofinterface traps between the conduction band and valance band. Ea is
theactivation energy for the thermal current generation. IthermalOis a fitting parameter for

^thermal*

2.4 Transition Region between Strong Inversion and Subthreshold Region (Vgl<Vgs<Vgh)

To improve the convergence property of the model, the first order derivative is made

continuous by using thesamescheme as in section 2.2.3. A parabolic smoothing function in the
linear-linear scale is used. The basicconcept is illustrated by figure 2.4a.
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Figure 2.4a: Scheme to connect the subthreshold and strong inversion region

Idl is the current in the subthreshold region at Vgl and the applied V^. Idh is the current in the
strong inversion region at Vgn and the applied V^. LI is the tangent to the subthreshold region at
vgs=vgl- L2 is me tangent to the strong inversion region at Vgs=Vgh. The intersect ofLI and L2
is (Vgp, Idp). Once (Vgh, Idh), (Vgp, Idp), and (Vgl, Idl) are determined, the points between Vgh
and Vgl can becomputed using the parabolic smoothing function with first order derivative
continuity. The expression for Vgp, Idp, Id, and the first order derivatives are shown below.

Vgs =(l-t)2Vgl+2t(l-t)Vgp +t2Vgn

Id=(l-t)2Idl+2t(l-t)ldp +t2Idh

_Jdh ~!dl ~(gmhVgh ~gmlvgl)
gml""gmh

Idp=gml(Vgp-Vgi)+Idi

_ tlldh-IdpHMJldp-Idl)
8m t(vgh-vgp)+(i-t)(vgp-vgl)

gds =gdsl+T — — — (gdsh "gdsl)
Mh-Ml vgs"*vgl

V =
vgP



- - 3ld
gdsh

ayds

gmh —
ay

gs

aid
gdsl=^

*ds >*gh
ayds

aid
gml=—~

Vds^Vgh
ay

gs

V^.Vg,

V*^

t can be expressed as a function ofVgs, Vgp, and Vgh as:

_(Vg|-Vgp)+-J(Vgl-Vgp)2-(Vgl-Vgs)(Vgl-2Vgp+Vgh)
t =

Vgl-2Vgp +Vgh
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2.5 Verification
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Figure2.5a: 1^of a 20/5.3 NTFT withTox=76nm
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V„. (V)ds

Figure 2.5b: IdVds of a 20/3.3 NTFT with Tox=76nm. The modelcurve is generatedusing the same set of

parameters extracted from the 20/5.3 device. AL=1.7um (extracted by capacitance method)
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Figure 2.5c: 1^of a20/4.42 PTFT with Tox=76nm
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Figure 2.5d: IdVds of a 20/2.42 PTFT with Tox=76nm. The model curve is generated using the same set of
parameters extracted fromthe 20/4.42 device. AL=2.58um(extracted by capacitance method)
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Chapter 3: Intrinsic Capacitance Model

3.1 Overview

Acapacitance-base model is developed to model Cgs and Cgd. The model is separated into
strong inversion and subthreshold regions. The strong inversion region model is developed from
charge equations and linked tothe drain current model. The subthreshold region model is
empirical. The subthreshold region, strong inversion linear region, and strong inversion saturation
region are linked byalinear function to model the gradual change in capacitance when the TFT is
switched from one bias region to another. Four parameters are used to define the transition region
between different bias regions. They are: Vdtranhc, Vdtranlc, Vgtranhc, and Vgtranlc. The transition
regions are defined around VT and V^. VT is the threshold voltage. V^ is the saturation
voltage, which is [l/(Vgs-VT) +l/CE^L^)]"1. The boundaries are illustrated in figure 3.1a. Two
additional parameter, Acgs and Acgd, are added to model Cgs and Cgd in the GIDL dominant
region.

k ^^

<fl

*-
Linear
Region

dsat

Transition
Region

Vdh

*T
Saturation
Region

>Yds

ln( Id ) gtranlc Vgtranhc

Subthreshold Transition
Region Region

Strong Inversion
Region

Figure 3. la: Definition of the boundaries values

Section 3.2 and3.3 describe the strong inversion and subthreshold model. Section3.4 verifies the

model with measured data. The equations implemented in SPICE issummarized inappendix A.
The parameters and their meanings are summarized inchapter 4.The following symbols are
defined for the model derivation (see figure 3.1a).

Ydl =Ydsat ~ Vdtranlc V^ =V^ +Vdtranhc

Vgl =VT - Vgtranlc Vgh =VT +Vgtranhc

14



gst - vgs - VT Vgstd - Vgst - V^ Vgsldsat = Vgst - V^^

_ did
8ds =a^ m avovgs

3.2 Strong Inversion Region Model

3.2.1 Cgd in the Linear Region (0< V^ < VdI, V > V h)

inversion layer

Figure3.2.la: Crosssection of a NTFT in linearregion

Figure 3.2. la shows the cross section ofa NTFT In the linear region (Vds<Vdsat and
vgs>vT)- The inversion charge density gradually drops from Cq^V^-Vj-V^ at the source (ys)
to C0X(Vgs-VT-Vd) at the drain (yd). The charge atthe gate is :

Yd

Qg=-weffjQn(y)dy+Qbuik
ys

Qbulkis medepletion charge in thesubstrate. Qn(y), the inversion charge, is:

Qn(y) =Cox[vgs-VT-V(y)]
Qg can also bere-written as :

Huang [2] shows that:

vd

Qg =-Weff JQn(V)^y^dV+Qbulk

15



dV I,

dy WeffueffQn(V)-Id/Esat

Therefore, Qg is:

vd

Qg=-Weff JQ„(V) WeffHeffQn(V)-
^sat.

/IddV + Qbulk

9Q.
Cgd is defined as t~. Since Qbulk >s not a strong function ofVjj, C„d is

\J V A

Weff^eff „2,,, , , WeCgd =¥w|ffHeff jQ„(V)dV-^tt^LQ2n(Vd)+|^Qn(Vd)
1h v d ^-sat

fe(V)dv=Ic2x(v3 -v|std)3 ox\ gst gstd<

E -^
'-•sat ~~

Heff

3.2.2 Cgd in the Saturation Region (V^ >V^, Vgj. >Vgh)

Qlin qat,
K >^

jnversion y
layer y

dsat

Figure 3.2.2a: Cross section of a NTFT in saturation region
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Figure 3.2.2a shows the cross section ofaNTFT in the saturation region (Vds>Vdsal and
vgs>vT)- The inversion charge density drops from Cox(Vg^Vj-V,;) at the source (ys) to
cox(vgs_vTvdsat) at ydsaf where V(ydsat)=Vdsal. Then the charge density stays constant at
cox(vgs"vT-Vdsat) fr°m ydsatl0 me drain (yd)' which is known as the velocity saturation region
[4]. The gate charge is :

Qg = Qlin +Qsat +Qbulk

y<lsa yd

Qiin =-Weff JQn(y)dy Qsal =-Weff jQn(y)dy
ys ydsat

Qlin is tne charge from ys to ydsat. Qsat is the charge in the velocity saturation region. Assuming
that the gradual channel approximation still holds from ys to y^, Qan can beexpressed as a
function of voltagebias in the same way as section 3.2.1.

vdsat

Qlin =-Weff J Q„(V) WeffHeffQn(V)- Id /IddV
-sat

3Q"n=lw2 ^Ids.^ fv3 _v3 )
3Vd 3 eff^eff j2 S>xVvgst vgstdsat/

d

Qsat is approximated as :

Ko [5] shows that:

Qsat =-WeffC0X(V™ - VT - V^jAL

da

av,̂
•=-WeffCox(vgs-VT-Vdsat) 9AL

9Vh

AL = £ln
(Vd-V.bJ/^ +E,,,^

^m "~

V -sat

\2
Vd~Vdsat | . r? 2

nl/2

'sat
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3AL
Therefore, ——is :

avd

3AL

^Vd (Vd-Vdsal)/^Em
Yd Ydsat

1 +
tEm J

3Q£
Cgd is defined as —-. Since Qbulk is not a strong function ofVd, Cgd is

o vd

r _ dQlin 3QSat
c*d - avd avd

3.2.3 C^ in the Linear Region (0 <V^ <V^, \^ > W^)

3Qo 3Qo 3Qe
From charge conservation, one can conclude that -r—§-+*^—-+—*• = 0. Since Cqh i3Vg 9VS 3Vd gd

3Q2 3Q2
-—*- and CPc is ——-, CPc can be expressed as :
3VH 8 3VC gs F

3Qep — g r14s- 9Vg 4d
Using the same approach as in section 3.2.1 and performing the integration, Qg becomes :

'2 "'2^eff U,3 1/3 \ 1WeffUox (xr2 XT2\.r,
)ulk

Q=lCoxW>eff( 3 _ 3)_lWeffCox/ 2 2\
^g 3 J Vvgstd vgst/ 2 E ^ gstd gst/ ^b'

* 3Qe •Therefore, —— is :
3V0

2 ™2
**« _ 1CoxWeff
3Vg 3 Id

d^eff ^eff 0
Sm

V3V8 I, ;

(vid-VB3st) +3neff(vB2std-VB2st)gstd gst.

2WeffCox 3(l/Esat)(v2 _v2 \. 2 / \
VVgstd V' E-* gstd gst'3V0 'sat
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To compute CgS, the above equation and the Cgd equation from section 3.2.1 will be substituted

3Qg ^intoCgs=-—-Cgd.

3.2.4 Cgs in the Saturation Region (V^ >Vdh, \^ >Vgh)

Following the same approach in section 3.2.3 and 3.2.2 (figure 3.2.2a), Qg is expressed as:

Qg =Qbulk +Qlin +Qsat

0 _1̂ effWe2ffC^x / 3 _ 3x lWeffCox/ 2 _y2 )
^lin~3 i Vgstdsat gst/ 2 E V gstdsat gst/

Qsat = —™eff Cox VgstdsatAL

Qsat is the charge in the velocity saturation region. Qlin is the charge from ys toy^t (figure 3.2).
Qbulk is me depletion charge. Since Qbulk is aweak function ofVg, 3Qg/3Vg is :

3Qg =3Qlin , dQsat
3Vg 3Vg 3Vg

3Qiin _1^xWe2ff
3V0 3 I,

2WeffCox

3lieff M-eff
m (vLsa,-vB3st)+3Hefrgstdsat gst vgstdsat 1-

9Vdsat

3V0
-V.gst

3Vdsat3(1/Esat)(y2 _V2 )+
^Y Vv gstdsat vgst/ 'gstdsat 1-

3V
-V,gst

sat g ;

3QfL =-WeffC ^dYflsat ) 3AL
AL - WeffCoxVgstdsat -r—

3V
ox

dVdsat _ v2
dsat

ayg

ayg ;

J 13(l/Esat)
V2 L 3Vg

\, vgst 8
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3AL P.E
sat

avg (vd-vdsat)/^Em

9Em_ 1
9Vg Em

13Vdsat 3E

/; 3V0 3V0
in.

« ,fVd-Vdsai ,E \%M*m)
I f. m) dV„'sat

a^dsai Yd Ydsat _,_ c aEsal
3V0

•+ E sat
ay

g j

To compute Cgs, the above equations and the Cgd equations from section 3.2.2 will be substituted

aQ£into Cgs =--^f-Cgd.

3.2.5 Connection Scheme between Linear and Saturation Region (Vgs>Vgh, V^^^Vji,)
Cgd
A

Vdl Vdh

V + V
' dsat dtranhc

Transition Region

Figure 3.2.5a: Strong inversion transition region model scheme

To reduce the discontinuity between the linear and saturation region, a linear function is

used to connect the two regions. Astraight line isdrawn between Cgd(Cgs) at Vdh to Cgd(Cgs) at
Vfl. Figure 3.2.5a below illustrates this idea. The linear function used is

Cgd —acgdYjs + bCgd

^"gs —acgs *ds "•" Dcgs

_ Cgdh Cgdi
acgd ~

Vdh-Va

_ CgSh CgSi
acgs= vdh-vdl

20
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Cgsh and Cgdh are computed using the equations in the saturation region at the applied Vgs and
vdh- cgsl and Cgdl are computed using the equations in the linear region at the applied Vgs
Vdi.

3.3 Subthreshold Region Model

fa
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7VQ°q
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Vg(V)

.0.5^

3.3.1 Cgd Model (Vgs <V^)
Figure 3.3. la: Cgs and Cgd vs Vg

and

Figure 3.3.1a shows the Cgd and Cgs data in aVg sweep. Following the behavior ofabulk
MOSFET, Cgd gradually decreases to 0 when the TFT isswitched from the strong inversion to
the weak inversion region. Figure 3.3.1b shows thescheme of theempirical model from the

/-•

strong inversion to weak inversion region. Alinear function, Cgd = gdh (vgs - Vgl), is used to
Vgtran

modeled this region. The boundaries of the region are Vgh and Vgl. Vgtran is ^gtianhc+^gtiaxiic
(figure 3.3.1b). Cgdh iscomputed using the equations in the strong inversion region atthe applied
Vds and Vgh.
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V - v + VC . .gtran ~ gtranhc gtraqlc^

Model in the
subthreshold region^

Model in the strong
inversion region

Vgl " \ ' Vgtranlc
Figure 3.3.1b : Modeling scheme for Cgd weak inversion region

However, the RC coupling between the drain and substrate makes Cgd increases in the GIDL [3]
dominant region (figure 3.3.1a). This does not happen in bulk MOSFET because of the presense
ofthe bulk contact. The coupling efficiency depends ofthe junction leakage. A^ describes this
coupling efficiency. Therefore, Cgd at Vgs<Vgl is modeled as :

cgd-

,-1

weffLeffCox ^cgdl6j
The maximum Cgd possible is WeffLeffC0X. The above formulation will limit Cgd to WeffLeffCox.

3.3.2 C^ Model (V^ <V^)

Cgs, similar to Cgd (figure 3.3.1a), also gradually drops to 0from strong inversion to weak
inversion region. The same scheme from section 3.3.1 isapplied to model the gradual change in
Cgs when Vgs is between Vgl and Vgh, i.e. Vgl<Vgs<Vgh. Vgtran is Vgtranhc+Vgtranlc (fig™
3.3.2a). Cgsh is computed using the equations in the strong inversion region at the applied V& and

>

_ ^gsh
r =

8s V,
(Vgs-Vg,)

Cgs-

gtran

The RC coupling effect is higher in Cgs (figure 3.3.1a). Acgs describes this coupling efficiency.
CgS at Vgs<Vgl is modeled as:

+•

WeffLeffCox

22
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The maximum Cgs possible is WeffLeffCox. The above formulation will limit Cgs to WeffLeffC(
'OX-

<^ etran ^
V_, V

Ss
Model in the

subthreshold region ®
/

™Model in the strong
version region

v-V V V + V &T vgtranlc T T vgtranhc

Figure 3.3.2a: Modeling scheme for subthreshold C
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3.4 Verification

The parasitic capacitance from the measuring equipment and the drain-source overlapped
capacitance are subtracted from the data in the following graphs. Figure 3.4a and bplot the Cgs
and Cgd vs V^ of a n-channel TFT. Figure 3.4c and dplot the Cgs and Cgd vs V^ of a p-channel
TFT. Figure 3.4e and f plot the Cgs and Cgd vs Vgs ofa n-channel TFT.

0.025-,

0.020-

a

H
to
H
Z
«*-

o

WD

u

0.015-

0.010-

0.005-

0.000

vds (V)

Vgsl=3.5Vdata
Vgst=7Vdata

* Vgst=10.5V data
* Vgs(=14Vdata

Vgst =3.5V model

Vgst =7V model

Figure 3.4a : Cgd vs V^ for NTFT with WeftVLefiE=20/5.38 and Tox=76nm
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Chapter 4: Spice Implementation

4.1 Overview

The special features of SPICE implementation of the model and the model parameters

names are discussed in this chapter. Section 4.2 lists the model parameters, their meanings and

their default values. Section 4.3 describes special features in the implementation of the model.

4.2 Model Parameters

Table 4.2 lists all the parameters used in this model. Symbol is the symbol used in the

equations summarized in appendix A. Spice Name is the spice model parameter name.
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Symbol Spice Name

temp

vtob

'jn. vto or vtO

M uO or uo

J±L ul

Jil u2

Jii u3

ik u4

'sat vmax

12

phita

si

S9 s2

subslope

ttL voff

ido. ido

^2idl gidia

B £idi gidlb

V; gidlv

thftimain thermali

ea

idifL Id

w^ lw

LQ2L tox

cmod cmod

j2cffi£S_ acgs

\pri acgd

ptranl vgtranl

gtranh vgtranh

ritranh vdtranh

rifranl vdtranl

pfranhr vgtranhc

gtranlr vgtranlc

V ritranhn vdtranhc

V ritranlfl vdtranlc

Table 4.2: Table of SPICE parameters

Meaning

operating temperature

temperature dependence of VTO (VT=VTQ-bT)

threshold voltage at T=0K

mobility parameter in pre-exponential term

mobility parameter for temperature dependence

mobility parameter in exponential term

mobility parameter for temperature dependence

mobility parameter for low gate bias fitting

maximum drift velocity

channel length modulation parameter

DIBL effect parameter

hot carrier pre-exponential parameter

hot carrier exponential parameter

diffusion current subthreshold slope

offset voltage of diffusion current

diffusion current pre-exponential factor per unit width

GIDL effect pre-exponential parameter per unit width

GIDL effect exponential parameter

GIDL effect offset voltage

thermal current pre-exponential parameter / unit width

activation energy for Ifhprma1

lateral diffusion for channel length

lateral diffusion for channel width

gate oxide thickness

capacitance model selection flag

subthreshold Cgs modeling parameter

subthreshold Cgd modeling parameter

transition parameter for IH in VOR domain

transition parameter for Ia in Vog domain

transition parameter for Ia in Vris domain

transition parameter for Irf in Vd<. domain

transition parameter for cap model in the Vps domain

transition parameter for cap model in the VOR domain

transition parameter for cap model in the V^ domain

transition parameter for cap model in the VdR domain
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Unit

JC

V/K

cm2/V<

pFV2/cm:
T-l

cm2/Vs

m/s

m

V-l

A/m

A/V/m

A/m

eV

m

m

m

F/A

F/A

V

Default

300

0.01

4.5

50.5

0.134

1750

0.00308

1Q5

10-10

0.05

1.2

JO

,6,5

_0

0.000625

0.00187

90

1.12

62.5n

0.5

0

0

85

10-8

10-8

1.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

1.5

0.5

0.5



Section 4.3: Implementation of Model

4.3.1: Cg(j and C^ Model Implementation

Cgd and Cgs are proportional to 1/Id in the strong inversion region. When V^ is small, Id

is very small. This may cause Cgd to become unreasonably big and inaccurate. Therefore Cgd and
Cgd are set to 0.5COX when V^O.l Vtoprevent this situation.

Two capacitance models are implemented. They are (1) the one described in chapter 3,

and (2) a simplified version of chapter 3 for speed consideration. The flag cmod is used to

specified which model to use. When cmod is 1, (1) will be used. When cmod is 2, (2) will be used.

(1) and (2) are identical in the subthreshold region and strong inversion linear region. The

difference is in the saturation region. Cgd and Cgs of(2) in the saturation region are set to 0 and
2/3C0XLeffWeff (see fig 4.3.1a).

Vcgd
A ^-—"~ "—-^ /I\ ^-^ . C__ 2/3C

Vcgd

gs ox

0.5C 0.5C

cmod = 2

dsat

»V,
ds

Figure 4.3.1.a: Difference between the two capacitance model (cmod=l and 2)
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Chapter 5: Simulation Results

5.1 Overview

This chapter compares the results of a 33-stage ring oscillator simulation with measured

data. The drawn size of all p-channel TFT is 16p.m/7|im.The drawn size of all n-channel TFT is

9(j.m/7u:m. The oxide thickness is 76nm. Section5.2 comparesand discusses the simulationresults

and measured data. The data will be presentedin both tables and graphs.

5.2 Simulation Results and Measured Data

Table 5.2a tabulates the simulation results and measured data. Figure 5.2a and 5.2b plots

the results in the table. A positive error means the simulation overestimate the data. A negative

error means the simulation underestimate the data.

Table 5.2a: Simulations Results and Measured data

Vcc

(V)
Freq from
Simulation

(MHz)

Freq from
Measured data

(MHz)

% Error Power from

Simulation

(mW)

Power from

Measured

Data (mW)

% Error

6 0.62 0.277 124 0.075 0.033 127

7 0.83 0.504 65 0.145 0.084 73

8 1.13 0.788 43 0.255 0.171 49

9 1.48 1.11 33 0.42 0.318 32

10 1.8 1.52 18 0.65 0.548 19

11 2.15 1.92 12 0.935 0.854 9.5

12 2.36 2.42 -2 1.38 1.31 5

13 2.78 2.99 -7 1.82 1.92 -5

14 3.2 3.66 -12 2.45 2.82 -13

15 3.5 4.33 -19 3.15 4.02 -21
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3
cr
<L>

Figure 5.2a: Compare simulated and measured frequency of a 33-stage ring oscillator.

Figure 5.2b: Compare simulated and measured power of a 33-stage ring oscillator.
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The simulation results in the higher Vcc region is more accurate then those in the lower

Vcc region. In the lowerV^ region, the simulations overestimate the frequency and power,

because the capacitance model underestimates the capacitance data by a large margin. Therefore

the percentage error is big. In the higher Vcc region, the simulations underestimate the frequency
and power, because the drain current model underestimates the drain current data by a small

margin. Therefore the percentage error is small.
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Appendix A: Equations Implemented in SPICE

This appendix summaries allequations implemented in spice3el. Section 1 lists thedrain

current model equations. Section 2lists the capacitance model equations. gm is 8ld /3Vgs. g^ is
aid/avds.

Section 1: Drain Current Equations

First of all, we need to define the boundaries ofdifferent regions (Figure 2.1a) and some common
symbols.

VT = VTo-bT

Vdsat _

Vgs, = Vgs-VT

k- 1

Vgst ^sat^eff

Leff -L~2Ldiflf

^eff = Vo

Vdl = Vdsat ~ Ydtranl Vdh = Vdsat + Vdtranh
Vgl = VT - Vgtranl Vgh = VT +Vgtranh

1.1 Strong Inversion Linear Region: V^Vgh and 0<Vds<Vdl

*dss ~~ ^ds ^dsat

Weff =W-2W

-q^2exp(u.3T)A
KTCoxVgSt j

'ay*1 (
exp

T - weff r ii
Leff

Vgst" Vds)__A__
2 J,. V*

'ds

C =£ /T^-ox cox ' xox

diflf

+ u,4

F - 2vsat
sat ~~7t

1+
•ticatl^.sat^eff

0 _ weff ^effcox
5ds ~

/v v \ (Vgst-Vds/2)VdsIVgsfVds; 7 —
Leff i+ ^ds

EsatLeff

34
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8m u» °". vds
l*

(v -v ii\v, ^L+a v ^ffvds(vgst-vds/2)a(i/Esat)
\ vgst - vds'l) vds -^7—+Heff vds 77 rr;

t^cat Lsatueff L 'sat

3(l/Esat)= 1 d[ieff ^eff _(M-eff -mk^exp^T)
avoc 2vc.r av„c av„rgs 2vsat aVgS yj Tgs

1.2 Strong Inversion Saturation Region: Vgs>Vgh and Vds>Vdh
kTCo*Vgst

(

M ~ *dsat 1 +
vdss

v va;
ftikink

Va =
< 1 1 ^

+

VVachm ^A\mL J

(EsatLeff+Vgst)v<gst/vdss ,, EsatLeff + Vgst
VADIBL = ~ ''ACHM =

gds-Jdsat8!

Ldsat

Esat^

fkink = 1+ SiVdssexp -S2

VVdss

0 j+^£sat^eff_
Vvgst J

-Weff r .. Jy vdsat"l vdsat
-T ^oxM-eff vgst ^T~\ v]—Leff V 2 J i Vdsat

EsatLeff

i+:W|f1+_!2j
vAJl v^J

exp -S2

vV<jss
+idsat kink

3VA = VlEsat*
9V<is (EsatLeff+Vgst)v^
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dl,= 0idsat
am

1+
'dss

^kink Idsat
dvdsat I
avgs vA v? av

Vdss dVA
*kink + *dsat 1 + .1*5dss 01kink

avgs V gsj vA ) av.gs

dVdsat _v2
3V dsatovgs

1 L ^eff
2

V 'gst
v*. 2vsatLeff avgs

a|ieff _ (^eff-H4)qM-2exp(^3T) a(i/Esat)= i a^eif
5vgS 2vsal avgsav

gs kTCoxVg2st

3f,kink _

av
gs

1+ —^
V V^y \ VdsSy

Sjexp
avdsat

av
gs

d*dsat _ Weff c 1
<*VgS Leff °X i+ Vdsat

Ei cat L,

(v -V /oW 3^eff4... V ^eff Vdsat (Vgst ~Vdsat ' 2) B(l IE^ )Ivgst ~ vdsat ' 2Jvdsat -ZTT- +Meff vdsat n ^77
3V^ Leff +?*BL 9Vgs

sat^eff L

^A=-V2avgs a
^(i/vACHM) +a(i/vADIBL)

V
av

gs
avgs y

'sat

aE *\

3(1/ Vachm) Esat^ 1 av
1 + L eff

sat

dsat
av

gs

aVgs (EsatLeff+Vgst)Vdss vdss ^Vgs EsatLeff +Vgst

5(!/Vadibl)
ay

gs

V

d£sat _ ~ 2vsat d^eff
aVgs" H*ff aVgS

r \

Leff <*Esat EsatLeff29
Vgst ^Vgs V

6 I , 2EsatLeff
V

'eff
d£sat +1
avgst

EsatLeff +Vgst
W A gs

(EsatLeff +Vgst)
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1.3 Subthreshold Region: V— <Vgl

2vcn -risai

sal " ii
Heff

fkT\~^
M-eff = Ho

\ q;

*d = Wf +1thermal +*gidl

Vdsat ~
( i i )

+

^Vgu-anh EsalLeff ^

/

Idiff =WeffIdo 1-exp
-Vds %-Vr-Voff

, (kT/q)nV
kT/q

exp

Igidl =weff Agidl (Vdg - Vj) exp
-Bgidl

Vdg-Vi

Jthermal - weff^ermalO exP
kT/q

tf (Vdg-Vi) >0, then

gds= ,* exp
r-V* ^vds

q(vgs-vT-voffn B gidl -Bgidlexp ^—kT/q {KT/qJ
exp

kTn
+Agidl 1 +

Vdg-Vi Vdg-Vj

Bm ~
We£fIdo
(kT/q)n

else

^""(^J exp
fvgs-vT-v(off

-Agidl 1 + -
B gidl

(kT/q)n Vdg-Vi

gds=%^exp
kT/q l^kT/q

-V,ds exp
q(vgs-vT-voff)

kTn

'-VdsYL.JVss-Vr-v,o _ Wefftdo
gm (kT/q)n 1-exp

UT/q.
exp

off

(kT/q)n

f -R ^"gidl

Vdg-Vi Jexp

1.4 Transition between Linear and Saturation Region: V^Vgj, and Vdl<Vds<Vdh

Vds =Vdi(l-t)2 +2Vdpt(l-t)+Vdht2

Id=Idl(l-t)2+2Idpt(l-t)+Idht2
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!dl-Idlv v,, Idh =Idlv v«.vgs'vdl 'vgs'vdh

gdsl" gdsl v Vj. gdsh = gdslv v^Tgs,Tdl Ygs,ydh

Sml ~ Sm v Vji gmh=gmv VJLvgs'vdl vgs»vdh

=(Vdl -Vdp)+j(VdP -Vdl)2 ~(Vdl -2Vdp +Vdh)( Vdl -Vds)
Vdh-2Vdp + Vdl

Vdp =
!dh -tdl "(gdshVdh "gdslVdl)

"gdsh"1" gdsl

!dp =gdsl (Vdp-Vdl) +Idi

_ t(ldh-Idp)+(l-t)(ldp-ldl)
8dS ttVdh-VdpJ+O-tKVdp-Va)

gm_gml + T T xr ., vgmh-gml/
idh ""Ml vds"vdl

1.5 Transition between Strong Inversion and Subthreshold Region: Vg|<Vgs<Vgj1

VgS =Vgl(l-t)2+2Vgpt(l-t)+Vght2

ln(ld) =ln(ldi)(l-t)2+21n(ldp)t(l-t) +ln(ldh)t2

Idl=Id|Vgl,Vds Idh =Id|Vgh,Vds

gdsl =gds|Vgl .v* gdsh =gds|Vgh .v*

8ml =gm|Vgl,V* Smh =gm|Vgh,Vds

^(Vgl-Vgpl +̂Vgp-Vglf-iVgl-^Vgp+VghKVgl-Vgs)
Vgh-2Vgp + Vgl

v _ Idh - Idl ~(gmhVdh ~gmlVdl)
gp— __ i

gmh + gml
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Idp=gml(vgp-Vgl)+Idl

gm ~
t(idh-idP)+(i-0(idp-idi)

t(Vgh-vgp)+(i-t)(vgp-vgl)

gds =gdsl +TId ^ vgh v1(gdsh-gdsl)Mh-MI vgst "Vgl
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Section 2: Capacitance Model Equations

First of all, we need to define the boundaries of different regions (Figure 3.1a) and some common

symbols.

VT = VTo-bT

Vgst - Vgs Vp

1 1
+ •

- 1

Vdsat "
^VgSt FsatLeff,

Vgstd - Vgst Vds

C =£ /T^ox °ox ' Lox

Vgstdat ~ VgSl Vdsal

+vd0

Vgh = V-r + Vgfj-^hc

Vdl - Vdsat V^tranic

Vgl = V-r - Vg^jjic

Vdh ~ Vjsaj + V(dtranjlc

2.1 Cg(j in Strong Inversion Linear Region: Vgs>Vgh and0<Vt|s<Vd|

jQ2n(v)dv=iCox(v|st-v3)

2.2 Cgd in the Strong Inversion Saturation Region: Vgs>Vgh and Vds>Vdh
If cmod=l, then

C - dQlin , dQsat
c*d ~ bv6 + avd

^Qlin _Iw2 nl
avd

111_IW2 c2 gds_(y3 -V3 )o ^eff^ox^eff 2 \ vgst vgstdsat/

3QS

9AL

•sat _ \\t c v ^3Vd ~ Weff^oxVgstdsataVd

3Vd (Vds-V^J/^+E m

^I Vds Vdsat
IE,'m
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E =^m

2 11/2( vds " Vdsat ) +E2
I /> J sal

else if cmod=2, then

cgd=o

2.3 Cgd in the Subthreshold Region: Vgs<Vgh
IfVgs>Vgl, then

else,

CA= C^ (y -V.)gd v Vvgs vgl/
gtran

Vgtran _ Vg^^c + Vg^^^

cgd-acgdVds +bcgd

Cgd-
WeffLeffCox AcgdId

Cgdhis me cgd computed at Vgs=Vgh and the applied V^. IfVds>Vdsal, then the equations in
section 2.2 are used. Otherwise, the equations insection 2.1 are applied.
2.4 Cgd in the Strong Inversion Transition Region: Vgs>Vgh and Vd,<Vds<Vdh

_ CgdhCgdl
flrati —lcgd

vdh-vdi

Cgdi is the Cgd computed at Vds=Vdi and the apphed Vgs using equations in section 2.1. Cgdh is

k- 1

bcgd-cgdh-acgdvdh

ations in sectic

the Cgd computed at V^V^ and the applied Vgs using equations in section 2.2.

2.5 Cgg in the Strong Inversion Linear Region: Vg^Vg^ and 0<Vds<Vdl

*3g _ 1CoxWeff
avc

A

gs~ avg c*d

^eff M-eff „
&m

d Jav L
(Vid-Ve3st) +̂ eff(v2 -V2)gstd gst

gs

'2WeffCox 9(1/Esat)(v2 _V2 )+̂ _fv H_y )3Vgs VVd V^+Esatl gsd vgst;
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Cgd is the Cgd computed at the applied Vgs and V^.

2.6 Cgs in the Strong Inversion Saturation Region: Vgs>Vgh and Vds>Vdh
Ifcmod=l, then

3Qfi
C ———-jL —C

gs" av gd
aQg_aQiin^aQsal
avg avg avg

(aQim _ i c2xw^ aM-eff M-eff
VdVgs Id m

/ - V:
gstdsat gst )+3Ueff gstdsat 1-

avdsat -v.avg 3 id
V

av
gs

gst

'2WeffCox ^1/Esat)(v2 _V2 )+J_
aVgs V̂ tdsat gst/ E$at Vgstdsat 1-

avdsat

av
-vgst

I_dvdsataqsat _

av
= -weffcox

gs av
AL-weffCoxVgstdsat

V gs ;

AL=^ln
(Vds" V^at)/^ +Em

aAL EE m

3Vgs {Vds-VteJ/e+E
m

3Em_ 1
"VgS Em

else if cmod=2, then

V 'sat

1dVdsat | aEm
t avgs avgs

'sat

DVdsat Vds Vdsat
av

gs t

fVHc-V,

+ E
dE

sat
sat

av,
gs

Cgs-TCoxLeffweff

2.7 Cgs in theSubthreshold Region: Vgg^gh
IfVgs>Vgi, then

42
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av
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rds - vdsat ,c ^(1/Esat)
av
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else,

2sh / \
^gs =77 vVgs - Vgl J Vgtran = Vgtranhc +Vgtranic

Vvgtran

C =^gs + •

™eff Leff Cox ACgSId

Cgshis me Cgs computed at Vgs=Vgh and the applied Vds- IfVds>Vdsat, men me equations in
section 2.6 are used. Otherwise, the equations in section 2.5 are applied.

2.8 Cgs in the Strong Inversion Transition Region: Vgg^Vgj, and Vdi<Vds<Vdh

2Sh ^ ^"2sl
Cgs =acgsVds +bcgs acgs = v _v begs =Cgsh - acgsVdh

vdh vdl

CgSi is the Cgs computed at Vds=Vdi and the applied Vgs using equations in section 2.5. Cgsh is
the Cgs computed atV^Vdh and the applied Vgs using equations in section 2.6.
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Appendix B: Parameter Extraction

This section discusses the parameter extraction procedures used in this project. A
spreadsheet program, EXCEL 4.0, is used to visually fit the model with the measured data for

both thedrain current andcapacitance model parameters locally. Temperatures are in unitof
Kelvin. Section 1 discusses the drain current parameters extraction. Section 2 discusses the

capacitance parameter extraction.

Section 1: Drain Current Model Extraction

Toextract the drain current parameters with temperature dependence, the following
measurements are needed at different temperatures (e.g. 300K, 325K, 350K, and 375K) are

needed. If temperature dependence is ignored, only one setof data is necessary.
1) CgVgs data with both drain and source grounded (e.g. Vgs =-3V to 12V)
2) Idvdsdata witn several Vgs bias bigger than VT (e.g. Vds =ov to 12V and Vgs =3V, 6V, 9V,
and 12V)

3) IdVgs data with different Vds bias (e-g- vgs =-5V to 12V and Vds =0. IV and 5V)
Thegateoxidethickness and process lateral diffusion length mustbe extracted first. Section 1.1

to 1.5 describes the extraction of the parameters in differentregions. Section 1.6discusses the
order of extraction.

1.1: Threshold Voltage (VTO and b)

We use the equation Qn =Cox(vgs - VT) to define VT. First of all, Cg-Vgs data are
measured with both the drain andsource grounded. Then theparasitic capacitance is subtracted

Vgs
from Cg. Qn is computed by integrating the Cg-Vgs curve using the relation Qn(vgs) = JcgdV.

—oo

Astraight line will befitted to Qn and the x-intercept is VT (figure bl).
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Figure bl: VTextraction procedure

If the temperature dependence is ignored, VT0 is VT and b is 0. To extract the temperature
dependence, b, VT's at several temperature are measured. Then a linear fit is used to determine
VjQ and b, where VT = VT0 - bT.

1.2: Mobility (u<), \iv \i2, H3, and \i4)

At a particular temperature, p.eff is modeled with an expression in the form of

Aexp(-B/ (VgS - VT)j +ji4, where Aand Bare function of temperature, oxide thickness, and
mobility parameters. An estimate of A, B,and |i4 are obtained by fitting the |ieff at low drain bias
(e.g. 0.1V) using the IdVgs data. When Aincreases and Bdecreases, |Xeff increases, m determines
|Heff at Vgs close to VT. |xeff increases when m increases. Since the objective is to fit the drain
current in thestrong inversion linear region, theestimated A andB arefurther optimized by fitting
the IdVds data in the strong inversion linear region (figure b2) with Vgs>VT. Using the IV curves
atdifferent temperatures, different sets of Aand B are found. Then we can compute \Iq, (Xj, p,2,
JI3, and H4.
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Figure b2: strong inversion linear region

1.3: Saturation Velocity (v^)

vsat affects the magnitude of the drain current when V,^ is near Vdsat and the location of

Vdsaf When vsat increases, Vdsat and Id increase. vsat is extracted by visually fitting the drain

current near Vdsat and the location of Vdsat (figure b3).
id
. region to be fitted

A

Figure b3: extracting vsat

1.4: DIBL, Channel Length Modulation, and Hot Carrier Effects (1,6, s1? and s2)

£ and 0 affects VA. When £ and9 increase, VA drops and Id increases, sj and s2 affect the

hot carrier tail at high V^. When Si increases and s2 decreases, the hot carrier effect will be more

pronounced (figure b4). S\ is set to 1.2 for NTFT and 2.2 for PTFT in this study. Only s2 is varied

to fit the data. However, the user can vary both sj and s2 as they see fit.
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Figure b4: effect of sh s2, £, and 9

>v.
ds

1.5: Subthreshold Region (n, Voff, Ido, Agld„ Bgld„ V„ Ea, and Ithermalo)

Ido, n» and V0ff affect the region where the diffusion current dominates. When nand l^
increase and Voff decreases, the diffusion current increases. Huang [1] shows that 1^ isa function
of substrate doping. ^ is treated as amodel parameter in this model. Agidi, Bgidi, and Vj affects
the region where the GIDL effect dominates (Vdg is big). When Agi(11 increases, Bgidl decreases,
and Vj decreases, theGIDL current increases. IthermalO and Ea setthe minimum leakage current.
The thermal generation current isnot a function ofbias. When Ea decreases and IthermalO
increases, the thermal generation current increases. To extract IthermalO and Ea, Ithermal at
different temperature are extracted first. Then ImermalO and Ea are extracted from the Ithermal
found. If temperature dependence are not extracted, then IthermalOis Ithermal and Ea is0. Figure
b5 illustrates the regions that the above parameters affect.

,n0d)

A

Figure b5: different regionsof the subthreshold region
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1.6: Order of Extraction

1) Extract threshold voltage parameter (VTO and b).
2) Extract mobility parameters in the linear region ofIdVd (\Iq, m, |i2, p.3, and n4).
3) Adjust vsal to fit the Vdsat location and Id near Vdsat.
4) Adjust i, 9, slf and s2 to fit the saturation region of the IdVd curves.
5) Extract n and Voff for diffusioncurrent.

6) Extract Agidi, Bgidj, Vif and Ithermal together for GIDL and thermal generation current.
7) Repeat the extraction ofIthermal for different temperature to extract ImermalO and Ea.
8) Adjust Vgtranl, Vgtranh, Vdtrani, and Vd^-^h to improve continuity.

Section 2: Capacitance Model Extraction

For Cgs and Cgd, only Acgs, Acgd, and the transition region parameters need to be
extracted. The following measurements are needed.

1) Cgs and Cgd in aVds sweeP with different Vgs bias (e.g. Vds =ov to 12V and Vgs =3V, 6V,
9V, and 12V)

2) Cgs and Cgd in aVgs sweep with different Vds oias (e.g. Vgs =-5V to 12V and Vds =3v* 6V,
9V, and 12V)

The gate oxide thickness and process lateral diffusion length must beknown. The parasitic
capacitance and the overlap capacitance should be subtracted from the data. Drain current model

parameters can also beslightly altered tofit the capcaitance data more accurately.

2.1 Acgs and Acgd

Acgs and Acgd affects Cgs and Cgd in the GIDL dominant region (Vdg>0, e.g. high Vdsm
accumulation region). When A^ and Acgd increase, Cgs and Cgd increase. Acgs and Acgd are
extracted by fitting the model with the data in the GIDL. The GIDL dominant region in 3.3.1a of
chapter3 is from between -10V and -2V.The figure is re-drawn below.
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Figure 3.3.1a : Cgs and Cgd vs Vg

2.2 Transition Region Parameters (VdtranIc, Vdtranhc, VgtranIc, Vgtranhc)

To extract those transition region parameters, we canjust examine the data and get a

reasonable estimate. Vd^^c and Vdtranhc are the transition width from saturation to linear region

on the Vds domain inCgs-Vds and Cgd-V& data. Adefault value of0.5Vfor both Vd^nic and
Vdtranhc works well for the data used in this project.

When the gate bias decreases below VT, Cgs and Cgd gradually drop to 0. Vgtranlc is the
voltage below VT that Cgs and Cgd drop to 0. The Cgd and Cgs model assume a linear drop from

(VT +Vgtranhc) to 0at (VT - Vgtranlc). Therefore, Vgtranhc is the voltage above VT that the
model begin the linear drop (see figure 3.3.2a of chapter 3).
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